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1 | Kim Seybert's Croco Christmas Collection takes a trip down memory lane for a fun, cheery, nostalgia-
inspiring take on Christmas. Croco Placemat, $37; Jardin Napkin in white/red, $28; Holiday Tree Napkin Ring 

(set of four), $290; Crochet Edge Napkin in white/gold, $26; Nutcracker Napkin Ring (set of four), $184; 
Starburst Cocktail Napkins (set of six), $86; Paillette Goblet in gold, $98. KimSeybert.com.

Oh, what fun it is to give — and receive!  
Consider our roundup of merry home accents and accessories to lift the spirit,  

create an inviting ambience, or add that touch of holiday magic when we may need it the most.  
As one industry spokesperson says, “If we don’t make it special now,  
then who will — and when? Summon your inner elf.  Let’s do this!” 

BY MEG FOX
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8 | Villeroy & Boch’s La Boule decorative orb — created exclusively for the holidays in 
classic seasonal colors of red, green and white — is a new, truly eye-catching 
addition to the festive Toy’s Delight Collection. La Boule consists of two bowls, flat 
bowls and universal plates each and one serving plate. $249.99. Macy’s store 
locations or Villeroy-Boch.com. 

9 | The petite size of Juliska’s dashing Stewart Tartan Cocktail Plates are ideal for 
canapés, sweet truffles and fun little bites during cocktail hour. Enjoy pairing the rich 
and colorful tartan with solid colors and classic patterns alike for a festive ambience. 
The plates make a darling holiday gift and come elegantly gift boxed in a set of four. 
$115. Neiman Marcus in Short Hills, The Depot Home & Gift in Morristown, The Table 
at Latona’s in Ridgewood or Juliska.com. 

10 | Cute pups always bring a smile. This pair of brass Good Boy Candlesticks from 
Wildwood sport an antique finish. $165. Atlas Interior Home Fashions in Cherry Hill, 
Eurica Home in Waldwick or WildwoodHome.com. 

11 | Make the gift of wine even more delightful with these festive linen bags from 
Mark & Graham. They’re beautifully embroidered with colorful nutcrackers, downhill 

2 | The Vento Wine Coaster is distinguished by its rich, hand-finished surface, lively 
Vento styling and compact size. New from Beatriz Ball’s popular GIFTABLES 
Collection, handmade in aluminum alloy and artfully designed. $41. BeatrizBall.com. 

3 | Frontgate’s Pine Cone Ornament Pillow Cover — made of 100% cotton with solid 
velvet backing — displays charming pine cone embroidery and contrast piping. 
$159. Frontgate.com. 

4 | Crystal Sophia Flutes from Aerin are hand-blown in Italy and enhanced with 
hand-painted gold on the rim and base. Slightly fluted, the glasses have a vintage 
look that adds a sophisticated touch to celebratory drinks. Set of two, $175. 
Aerin.com. 

5 | Richard Ginori’s Labirinto wood and leather scented candle is handmade and 
hand-decorated in Italy. Shown in Smeraldo, the candle has approximately 60 hours 
of burn time and the porcelain jar can be reused as a decorative object. $275. 
RichardGinori1735.com.  
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6 | On every new piece of Royal Copenhagen’s Star Fluted Christmas Collection, the 
decorations on the spruce garland are given a current sparkle of Christmas magic, 
making each piece its own. The new accent dish carries its own selection of 
ornaments with colorful, braided paper hearts and cookies in the shape of mice. $85. 
Bloomingdale’s store locations or RoyalCopenhagen.com. 

7 | The Copas Serving Tray — designed by Shayla Copas for Chelsea House — is 
generously-sized and available in a variety of colors for the gracious host. Signature 
details include a metallic satin gold interlocking honeycomb pattern and gold 
pinstripe detail. $337. CWI.Design in New Providence, Finishing Touches in Spring 
Lake, Sweet Pea Home Furnishings & Accessories in Spring Lake or ShaylaCopas.com. 
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skiers, holiday wreaths and tree-hauling trucks. Simply choose your favorite design 
and add their favorite bottle of wine or champagne. $25 each. MarkAndGraham.com. 

12 | As the world celebrates New Year’s Eve with Waterford in Times Square, you can 
ring in 2021 — and toast to a new chapter — with beautiful Times Square Flutes in 
clear or vivid Emerald colored crystal (as shown), from Waterford’s Gifts of Happiness 
Collection. Presented in a classic Waterford box, these flutes are the perfect New 
Year’s Eve memento to cherish for years to come. Clear flute pair, $175; Emerald flute 
pair, $250. Waterford.com. 

13 | A stylish mix of marble and brass looks chic on Serena & Lily’s Millerton Footed 
Fruit Bowl: a functional tabletop essential that looks fabulous anywhere and 
everywhere. Use it to hold fruit, decorative accents, jewelry, or even your keys — the  
possibilities are endless. $198. Serena & Lily in Summit or SerenaAndLily.com. 



14 | A Wedgwood classic, the highly collectable 2020 Snowglobe features an ice 
skater getting ready to turn into an upright spin as snow gently falls around her. 
Expertly crafted with signature Wedgwood Blue accessories, this delicate skater 
sparks the imagination of any who hold her. $85. Wedgwood.com. 

15 | Jonathan Adler’s Keurig® Collection — Keurig’s first-ever designer partnership — 
consists of a Keurig® K-Mini Brewer ($99.99), matching coffee mug ($9.99) and a K-
Cup® Pod canister (not shown, $14.99) each wrapped in Jonathan’s favorite colors 
and patterns, bringing style and great taste to any space. Available for a limited time 
at Keurig.com, Target.com or JonathanAdler.com. 

16 | Elevate entertaining with the Jade Marble Cheeseboard, perfect for charcuterie 
and fresh fruits. Crafted from Floral Jade Marble — a natural way to keep cheese and 
charcuterie cool — it also makes a stylish hostess gift. $100; Club price, $75. Mitchell 
Gold + Bob Williams in Paramus or MGBWHome.com. 

17 | The Bernadotte Triple Bowl set from Georg Jensen is perfect for all sorts of snacks 
like nuts and berries, or can be used separately as serving items for appetizers. Set in a 
smoked oak wood tray, the bowls are crafted in simple, lined stainless steel with 
elegant flare. $119. Bloomingdale’s store locations or GeorgeJensen.com. 

18 | Enjoying the life of a dancer, each figure creates their own expression of life with 
their pose on John-Richard’s Dancing Men Sculpture II in Nickel. $417.  P. Smith 
Design in Ridgewood or JohnRichard.com. 

19 | Lenox’s new Cocktail Party Bar Tool Set has everything you need in one space-
saving statement. Lift the lid to find an ice scoop, jigger, muddler and bottle opener 
at the ready. The added bonus? Lift out the tool stand and you’ve got your ice 
bucket. Whether your drink is shaken, stirred or on the rocks, Cocktail Party has you 
covered in either brushed gold (as shown), or brushed stainless options. $185. The 
Kitchen Clique in Lakewood or Lenox.com.
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